THE VP3 PATHWAY

An uncommon, faith-deepening and life-aligning pathway of processes.

- The Journey
- A Way of Life
- Walking with Others

We must no longer be CHILDREN ... we must GROW UP in every way ... INTO CHRIST.

Ephesians 4:14-15

vantagepoint3.org
LOOKING TO DEEPEN AND DEVELOP PEOPLE?

The VantagePoint3 Pathway invites adults into a unique experience that integrates spiritual formation, leadership development, and adult learning in a small group setting.

THE JOURNEY

Exploring who God is, who we are, and what God desires to do through our lives. (21 sessions)

A WAY OF LIFE

Learning what it means to sustain a lifelong apprenticeship with Jesus. (21 sessions)

WALKING WITH OTHERS

Learning to guide other adults toward a deeper maturity in Christ. (21 sessions)

A fundamental truth of adult development is that it is a slow and deep work that requires a long patience. Some things simply take time. Transformation of the person is more likely to come about with good questions in good company over time.

–Randy Reese, founder of VP3
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